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Lottery.co.uk, Britain's most popular independent web site dedicated to the UK National Lottery, has
announced the launch of a brand new Lottery Numbers Checker.
The new Lottery Numbers Checker (http://www.lottery.co.uk/checker/) is designed to help players find out
how their lottery numbers have fared in draws held over the past 180 days. UK lottery prizes have to be
claimed within 180 days of the draw taking place and so by utilising the lottery numbers checker, players
may still have time to claim their prize if they act promptly.
Checking lottery numbers using the new number checker tool is more time effiecient than going through all
of the lottery results (http://www.lottery.co.uk/results/) manually. Players simply enter their lottery
numbers, click the 'Check' button and they will be presented with a list of the draws that took place
over the previous 180 days. The results are presented in reverse chronological order, so the lottery
results from the oldest draws are listed at the bottom, which is handy for those players who have only
played the last few draws, because those results are visible first.
As well as providing the lottery numbers drawn in each game, the Lottery Numbers Checker also tells the
user how many balls the individual matched in each draw. These details are highlighted in red so players
can easily scroll down the page and see how lucky you have been.
The Lottery Numbers Checker will check lottery numbers for all of the main UK lottery games, namely the
UK Lotto (http://www.lottery.co.uk/lotto.asp), the EuroMillions lottery
(http://www.lottery.co.uk/euromillions.asp), the Thunderball game and Daily Play. Thanks to the
employment of cutting edge database technology, the Lottery Numbers Checker automatically check players'
lottery numbers according to the different rules of each game - something that could be potentially
confusing if users were to do the same thing manually.
Although the Lottery Numbers Checker is ideally suited to players who play the same set of lottery
numbers on a regular basis, it is also useful for those who want to ensure that a particular set of
lottery numbers hasn't already won a substantial prize in the last 180 days.
The Lottery Numbers Checker is free to use and can be found by visiting the lottery.co.uk website and
clicking on the Number Checking icon.
About Lottery.co.uk:
Lottery.co.uk is a truly independent lottery web site that provides lottery players with everything they
need to get the most from their favourite hobby. Check the latest lottery results for all National
Lottery games, read all about the latest lottery news stories, make use of an informative articles
archive and much more.
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